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Question
for BOCES on Monday , does the student go to his home room or straight to the bus
is doing all virtual an choice
Hi just got to the meeting,, I do have questions when it's appropriate
Who will supply the face masks?
What kind of face masks are being used?
Are Covid‐19 tests required to return to school?
Are students required to have the Covid‐19 vaccine to return to school?
who provides masks and what type of masks are required
THe day is extended to 315, but does it still start at 8:05?
Do students have to wear masks for PE?
wil CSE meetings be virtually?
If a student presents with a temp of 100 plus and is put into an isolation room... what happens
after that?
If your child is going to Boces in the afternoon how will they be getting to school to catch the
Boces bus on days that they are not in school if their parents work?
Never mind you just answered my question. Thank you
Regarding the isolation room for the elevated temperature students: Is it one student per
isolation room or is every student with a temperature, regardless of cause whether that be cold,
COVID, other general inflammation, grouped together in the same room?
with students having no internet offered what options are available for remote school days
What other hybrid models were considered and what drove the choice of this particular model?
where do the seniors catch the BOCES bus and what time
How will the kids not in school the first day report?
Don’t know if you can help me with this but , do I have to track a kindergartner hours of home
schooling?
How will Students with IEP's be helped?
Hypothetically.. if I refuse to allow my child to get the COVID‐19 vaccine.. then what?
is pre‐k also following these guidelines
will the kids be carrying all their books from class to class in their bag?
What about kiddos who will not wear a mask for sensory and/or behavioral issues? Will they be
sent home if they continue to not wear their mask?
What if I refuse to allow my child to return to school becasue I dont agree with your protocols?
are you going to supply school supplies for seniors
my grandson just moved in at age 4
is it too late to enroll my grandson in pre‐k? (he is 4)
Steve, I noticed your cough. if you or a student had that same cough in school, would that mean
they would be sent to the nurse?
some students will struggle with every other day in‐class instruction. How will this be helped?
Being at home especially if both parents work will be very difficult to keep a routine
sorry i blew up ypur chat...lol
BOCEbus pick up students at home on Mondays
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thank you for all your help!
Are you planning for more emotional support for students? For example I know Mrs Buisch went
into classroom.
my grandson will start avoca hopefully and my son is 14... will they ride a bus even though we are
in the village?
(grandson 4)
How about the faculty and staff replying to the question of “what is coronavirus?” “Why do we
have to wear masks?”
In case families haven’t spoken to their children much about it.
but a pre schooler is not a walkeer
so I will have a pre schooler and a 14 year old in school and I live in the village.... do they both ride
the bus? or does just the pre schooler ride? or do I take them both to school? (Sorry my question
was vague)
ok, thats ok. i just wanted to check :)
THank you so much!!!!!!!

